Abstract-To address issues of content authenticity verification and integrity protection, a stereo image watermarking method based disparity is proposed. Firstly, the stereo image blocks are classified into eight types according to the smoothness of it, and the alterable-length recovery bits are generated. The recovery bits include foremost bits, detail bits, type bits and disparity bits. Foremost bits are embedded twice for improving quality of recovery. Moreover, disparity is embedded as well for recovery further. At the receiver side, recovery bits extracted from watermarked stereo image not only localize tampered regions, but also recover them. The visual quality of the watermarked stereo image is imperceptible due to the low embedding volume. Experimental results show that the proposed method can detect tamper precisely and provide high restoration quality.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of three dimensional (3D) video and image technologies [1] , the challenging task of protecting 3D products becomes more and more important. Digital watermarking [2] has been used as one of the effective approaches for the solution of the copyright and authentication problems which restrict the development of 3D video and image industry. Various digital watermarking methods have been proposed and are sorted into three categories: robust, fragile and semi-fragile watermarking.
Robust watermarking method has been used for ownership verification. Fragile and semi-fragile watermarking methods are proposed for checking the authenticity and integrity [3] . Fragile watermarking is sensitive to any slight alterations. Semi-fragile watermarking techniques are robust to some manipulations such as JPEG compression and Gaussian low-pass filtering [4] , and sensitive to malicious attack, such as cropping and content replacement. The goal of this work is on fragile watermarking.
Fragile watermarking methods have been developed in recent years. Wong [5] divided a host image into small blocks and embedded the watermark into each block. The fragile watermarking techniques, which not only locate the fake region, but also recover the tampering region, are more practically and comprehensively applied. To accurately identify the tampered blocks, Lin et al. [6] proposed a hierarchical digital watermarking scheme for tamper detection and recovery, and he used a 3-level hierarchical structure to locate the tampered regions, but there was no second chance to recover tampered blocks whose watermark bits embedded in the other block were destroyed. To overcome this problem, Qian [7] hided the restoration-bits into the 3-LSB layers of the host image to improve the reconstructed image quality, the quality of recovered image was improved, but the quality of watermarked image decreased due to the increased watermark payload. In [8] , the quantized DCT coefficients of each block replaced the 2-LSB of another block. If the image was tampered, the restoration-bits could be extracted and used to restore the tampered regions, but the quality of the recovered image was not high enough. To improve the reconstruction quality, Qin [9] proposed a fragile watermarking method with content restoration capability using an adaptive bit allocation mechanism. The image blocks were coded with the dynamic lengths based on the blocks degree of smoothness and the watermark were embedded into the 1-LSB plane of the cover image. Nevertheless, if the bits of type indicator were changed in the decoding of watermark, the method could not localize or restore the tampered regions.
Above watermarking methods are all focused on monocular images, few fragile watermarking methods for 3D media had been proposed. A stereo image consists of a pair of images: left and right images composing the same scene are taken by two cameras corresponding to the left and right eye-views. The slight difference between the left and right images is called disparity, which makes stereo image realistically, and the images have relationship with each other. Stereo image watermarking method is different from the monocular image watermarking.
In this paper, we propose a fragile watermarking method with self-recovery capability. The proposed method divides the host images into blocks based their degree of roughness, and allocates dynamic lengths to represent the watermark. At the receiver side, the tampered blocks are localized and restored with high quality by making use of the disparity and recovery bits.
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II. PROPOSED WATERMARKING ALGORITHM
To address the content authenticity verification of stereo image and on the basic of analyzing Huo's method [10] , stereo image watermarking method for authentication with self-recovery capability is proposed. Let I l (i,j) and I r (i,j) (1≤i≤M, 1≤j≤N) denote the pixel values of left and right images with the size of M×N, and generate the dynamic lengths watermark bits based content. The watermark bits are embedded into 1-LSB and 2-LSB of images. The proposed watermarking method consists three sections including watermark embedding, tamper detection and content restoration.
A. Watermark Embedding
The left and right images are divided into nonoverlapping blocks Z i and Y i with size of 8×8. Set the 1-LSB and 2-LSB of images are zero. Transform image block into the frequency domain by using discrete cosine transform (DCT), and quantize the DCT coefficients according to the JPEG quantization. The quantized DCT coefficients are arranged in zigzag order from low-frequency to highfrequency, Fig.1 gives an illustration of the watermark embedding process. The alterable-length bits of the block Z i include foremostbits F i , type-bits T i , disparity-bits X i and detail-bit D i , the block Y i includes foremost-bits F i , type-bits T i , and detail-bit D i . The length of F i , T i , X i , is 20, 3 and 5 respectively, the length of D i depends on the type of the block.
The method of generating F i , T i , X i , D i is described as follows. Foremost-bits F i are produced with the binary sequence of first three coefficients in zigzag order. The number of bits which are distributed to denote the coefficients is shown in Fig.2 . For instance, the DC is converted into binary number with 8 bits; the number of F i is 20. Type-bits T i are determined by the number of non-zero coefficients in quantized matrix. Let X k (k=0,1,…,7) denote the block type index. If the number of non-zero coefficients falls into the scope of the number of non-zeros as shown in Tab.I, the k is the corresponding type block. The type-bits are the k of binary number with 3 bits. The detail bits is the binary sequence of quantized DCT coefficients of which the number depend on the type of the block, and the number of bits which are used to represent the coefficients is based on the Fig.2 . For instance, the type of the block is X 4 , the number of coding coefficients is 18 and the coding sequence consists 83 bits. The block disparity of left image in the reference of right image is computed. If the block is matched well, the disparity-bits are represented with 5bits.
The blocks of left and right image are classified into eight types and seven types based on the roughness of block content and disparity respectively. The alterable-length watermark L i and R i of block can be described respectively by
Where, C(.) represents the coding operation, || denotes the concatenation of bits. After watermark bits are generated, the process of embedding consists of four steps. Step3: Divide the watermark into three parts, the first part consist 20 bits, the second part consists 10 bits, and the remaining bits are belonged to the third part. . If the number of the watermark bits is larger than 64, embed watermark into the 1-LSB and 2-LSB, otherwise, the watermark bits are embedded into the 1-LSB。
B. Tamper Detection
The watermark bits are extracted to authenticate the test image and localize the damaged regions. Furthermore, the detected damaged regions will be recovered. The process of extracting the embedded bits from the 2-LSB plane of test image is the inverse process of embedding. Authentication and localization of the damaged blocks are determined by comparison the extracted authentication-bits and calculatedbits. Let G and G i denote the received image and block with the size of 8×8, E i and Hi denote the authentication-bits and calculated-bits respectively. The verification process consist the following steps.
Step1 
C. Content Restoration.
After detecting the test image, all blocks are marked as valid or invalid. If the block is tampered, we recover the destroyed regions with the recovery watermark and the relationship of stereo image. The recovery process of left and right test images are as follows:
If the block of right image is tampered, verify its second and third mapping block. If the mapping blocks are valid, decoding the extracted recovery bits, then reverse quantization and DCT. Otherwise, we verify its first mapping block, if the block is valid, we use the foremost information to recover the tampered block; otherwise, the tamper are recovered by the image inpainting method [11] .
If the block of left image is tampered, verify its second and third mapping block. If the mapping blocks are valid, decoding the extracted recovery bits, if the block has a matched block in right image, we use the matched block to recover it. Otherwise, we reverse quantization and DCT to recover the tampered block. If the blocks is tampered, we verify its first mapping block, If the block is valid, we use the foremost information to recover the tampered block; otherwise, those tampering coincident blocks are recovered by the image inpainting method.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Experiments are conducted on four stereoscopic image pair with the size 640×480 named "Altmoabit", "Akko_kayo", "Laundry" , and "Art", and left images are shown in Fig.3 . Four stereoscopic image pairs are watermarked by using the proposed method. Tab.II lists the PSNR of watermarked images. Because of binocular suppression based asymmetrical stereo image [12] , the watermarked stereo images are imperceptive. Watermarked images of "Altmoabit" are shown in Fig.4 . A. Crop Attack Four stereoscopic image pairs are cropped with the size 120×120, and the stereo image "Altmoabit" is used as example of the experiment. The stereo watermarked images, which are altered, are shown in Fig.5 (a) and (e), and the experiment results are shown in Fig.5 . The detection results which are labeled with white are shown in Fig.5 (b) and (f) . The restored images using are shown in Fig.5(c) and (g) , the corresponding PSNR values of restored images are 39.22dB and 39.47 dB, respectively. We also conducted experiments under the condition that the size of tampered region is different as shown in Fig.6 
B. Collage Attack
Collage attack is introduced by J.Fridrich. The tampered images in Fig.7 (a) and (e) are generated by pasting the 'bird' and 'flower' in stereo image "Altmoabit". All fake blocks are localized, as shown in Fig.7 (b) and (f). The restored images are shown in Fig.7(c) and (g), and corresponding PSNR values are 33.92dB and 34.09dB. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a stereo image watermarking method based on disparity map for stereo image authentication and restoration is proposed. Watermark bits are embedded into host images. We utilize the degree of smoothness to categorize the blocks, and the type of complex blocks is allocated more bits, on the contrary of smooth blocks. On the receiver side, the calculated watermark and extracted watermark are compared to localize the tampered blocks. The ability to restore the tamped region is improved due to the foremost-bits embedded twice. Meanwhile, that the watermark volume is reduced due to recovery watermark including disparity leads to improve the transparency of the watermarked image. The experimental results also show that the proposed method can localize and recover the destroyed regions well. In future probe, more efforts will be focused on consideration of watermarking embedding among the stereo image to improve the quality of recovered images.
